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Solve the problems. If the
answer is even circle it in
yellow. If its odd drawa square
around it in black.

86 58 69
12 52 25
58 84 61

10 25 14
41 74 25
23 1 5 65

There are 40 bees that live in
the hive. 10 are flying around
the yard and 14 are collecting
pollen. How many bees are still
in the hive?

The bee keeper has 30 jars of
honey to sell. Sally bought 12
and billy bought 15. How many are
left?



485 251 652
296 184 569

846 451 762
967 384 695

Sally has 12 jars of honey, billy has
10 jars and Amy has 9. How many jars
does everyone have in total?

There are 12 bees in the yard, 20 in the hive
and 18 scattered about. Howmany bees are
there all together?



584 956 515
814 172 420
548 165 845

651 452 965
235 201 374
159 799 212



Adding and
subtracting

a) 12+58+98=

b) 89-15-20=

c) 74+25+10=

d) 99-52-12=

e) 58+78+92=

f) 35-20-12=

g) 58+26+24=



Bizzzzzzy Bee Word
Problems

1. ne little bumble bee is in a field of flowers. here are 
purple flowers,  pink flowers and  red flowers. ow many
flowers are in the field for the little bee

2. enny the bee keeper is trying to gather all of his bees. e
has  bees all together. e found  by the hive and  by the
tree. ow many more does he need to find

3. etsy the bee collector has  bumblebees,  honeybees, and
 mining bees. ow many bees does etsy have in total

4. enry izzbee the honey bee needs to collect pollen and nectar
from  flowers this week for his hive. e has collected from 
orange flowers and  green ones. ow many more does he need
to collect from

5. eather the honey maker has  hives of bees she has to
check for honey today. he checked  before lunch and  when
she got back from lunch how many more does she need to check



Party Buzzzz!

You are having a bee party, you need 70 jars of
honey for everyone. The store has 20 bizzing
honey brand jars and 16 happy honey brand
jars. How many more jars do you need to find
for your party?

You have $124 to shop for your party.
The cups you needwill cost $12, the plates
will be $17 and the rest of the supplies
you want to buy will cost $56. Do you
have enough to buy everything you want?

 
How much more money will you need or how
much money will you have left after buying
everything?

$25 + $58 + $42 =

$65 - $26 -$18 =



Grab an adult and use
books and the internet

to answer the
questions below!

A) hat are  ways bumblebees are
different from hornets

B) hat is the worker bees job

C) hat is a drone bees role in the
hive



Bee Facts
1. Bees have 5 eyes and 6 legs.

2.Honey bees harvest nectar and pollen
from flowering plants.

3.Male bees in the hiveare called drones
and they do not have a stinger.

4.Worker bees are females. They do all
the different tasks needed to operate
and maintain the hive.

5. Honey bees live in large groups called
colonies.

6.An average beehive can hold around
50,000 bees.

7.All worker bees are female.

8.A bee produces a teaspoon of honey
(about 5 grams) in her lifetime.

9. To produce a kilogram of honey, bees
fly the equivalent of three times
around the world in air miles.

10. The type of flower the bees take
their nectar from determines the
honey’s flavour.

11. Male bees (drones) have bigger eyes
to help them find the Queen Bee.

12. Bees mate high in the sky.Afterwards
the male bee loses his reproductive
organs and dies.



13. A Queen Bee can produce 2,000 eggs

a day. Fertilized eggs become females
and unfertilized eggs become males,
with the help of pheromones.

14. To get more bees in your garden grow
more colour.

15. Bees love blueand love cluster plants
like lavender and rosemary.

16. Bees don't want to sting you because
they die.

17. There are over 20,000 different
speciesof bee, foundonevery continent
except Antarctica.

18. Honey has been shown to have many
health benefits both when eaten and
when applied to the skin. The darker
the honey the better.

19. The bee is the only social insect to
be partially domesticated by humans.



Honeybee

oneybee (pis mellifera)
lso known as the uropean oney ee or estern oney ee

What they look like: oney bee is a widely distributed flying insect know
for its ability to collect nectar from flowers and produce honey. oney bees
(right) are mustard yellow and brown. hey have stocky bodies that are
covered with many hairs to which pollen adheres.
he honey bee's primary value is as a pollinator of crops.

Where they live: he most commonly recognized honey bee species, pis
mellifera, is native to frica and urope. oney bees are not native to the
mericas but were introduced by uropean settlers. he first introductions are
believed to have occurred in the early to mid s by nglish and panish
settlers.

What they eat: oney bees harvest nectar and pollen from flowering plants.
hey are not attracted to meats like the yellowjackets that show up at picnics.

Behavior: oney bees are social insects that live in large colonies. he
queen bee, drones and worker bees all have specific tasks to help support
the colony. he queen bee lays hundreds of eggs. he male drones' main
function is to be ready to fertilize a receptive queen. orker bees do all the
different tasks needed to operate and maintain the hive.

Reproduction: he queen bee lays all of the eggs in a colony. t the
height of the season, she may lay over , eggs per day
he queen fertilizes each egg as it is being laid. he queen occasionally will
not fertilize an egg. hese non-fertilized eggs develop into male drones.



Plant Facts
Plants are living organisms that cover much of the land of planet Earth. You see
them everywhere. They include grass, trees, flowers, bushes, ferns, mosses, and
more. Plants are members of the kingdom plantae. They are both on land and
under water!

1. Plants go through a process called photosynthesis.

This is how plants make their own food. They absorb sunlight through the plant’s chlorophyll. The
energy from this turns the water into hydrogen and oxygen. Oxygen is then released. The hydrogen
that is made and the carbon dioxide from the outside air are used as the plant’s food.

2. Photosynthesis creates glucose.

You might have heard of glucose when learning about the food you eat. Photosynthesis is why it is
found in fruits and vegetables. Glucose gives your body the fuel it needs for energy!

3. How are seeds created?
A flower has pollen on it, it also has an ova, which is an egg. When these join together, it creates a
seed. The seed will make a new plant grow!

4. Seeds are dispersed so they can grow in other areas.

Seeds need to be dispersed so that plants can grow in separate areas. This can be done in
different ways.

Seeds will travel in the wind. This will happen to plants such as a sycamore tree. The seeds have
wings so can fly through the air. Dandelions also have very light seeds. If you blow them, they fly
away!

Did you know a coconut is the seed of a palm tree? These can float and so water can take them to
a different location to grow a new tree.

Peas in a pod can sometimes do an explosion dispersal. The pod breaks open and the peas (the
seeds) will disperse.

Seeds are found in fruits. If an animal eats the fruit, it will then poo elsewhere which will have the
seeds in it! Some seeds also attach to animals fur using little hooks, such as a burdock seed.

5. The roots of a plant are usually under the soil.

These get all the nutrients and water and take it up to the plant. They also make sure the plant
stays upright!



6. What do stems do?
Stems take the water and nutrients and move them to different parts of the plant, so it can remain
healthy.

7. What about leaves?
Leaves are brilliant for taking in the light from the sun, water and even carbon dioxide which is
needed for photosynthesis.

8. There are over 200,000 plants!
There are lots of different plants all over the world. In fact, there are over 200,000 and the number
is still growing. How many can you spot?

9. Plants are used in our food.

We use a lot of plants in the foods we eat. Did you know there are about 2,000 different plants that
we use? For example spinach and lettuce!

10. Some plants are carnivores.

This means they eat insects to help with their nutrient intake. You might have seen a Venus Flytrap.
When a fly lands on it, they quickly close so the fly is trapped!



There are small and big plants that not only make our land green and pleasant but
also help us in many ways in every walk of life.

1. Food: Plants are a main source of our food. We use different parts of different
plants as food.

A.We eat leaves of some plants like spinach, radish, gram, fenugreek, etc. The
leaves are cooked or raw food. They are rich in vitamins and minerals.

B.Leaves of some Plants we Eat include roots of radish, carrot, cucumber, beet
etc., and are often eaten as salad. We mostly eat cereals or food grains. The cereals
are seeds of some plants that belonging to the grass family. We prepare many types
of food from the grains of rice, wheat, gram, barley, jowar, millet, maize, etc. Seeds of
some plants are used as pulses like gram, yellow-gram, pea, green-gram, lentil, etc.

C.We also use pulses of some plants we eat. A pulse is the edible seed from a
legume plant. Pulses include beans, lentils, and peas. For example, a pea pod is a
legume, but the pea inside the pod is the pulse.

D.Seeds of some plants are oily; oil is taken from the seeds like sesame, mustard,
sunflower, etc. This oil is used in preparing many kinds of food and also for some
other purposes. Ground nut oil, coconut oil, mustard oil, etc. are also used for
preparing food.

E.Fruits of some plants are used as food as well. These include mangoes, grapes,
apples, oranges, pineapples, etc. These fruits are eaten raw, and very tasty. They
are juicy and rich in vitamins and minerals.

F.Some plants give us vegetables like potatoes, tomatoes, turnips, ladyfingers,
beans, peas, cauliflower, cabbages, pumpkins, bottle-gourds, etc. To name a few.
They are cooked for eating or ate raw. These vegetables are rich in vitamin, iron and
other minerals.

G.Plants also give us many spices. The spices give the vegetables good flavor
and make them delicious. Coriander, pepper, clove, cumin, cardamom, cinnamon,
etc. are some common spices to make the food tasty.



H.Coffee and Tea comes from Plants too. Coffee is made from the seeds of
coffee-plant. Tea is prepared from the leaves of tea-plant.

I.Sugarcane gives us Sugar. We get juice from sugar-cane and sugar is made
from that juice. With the help of sugar we make different kinds of sweet dishes, cakes,
chocolate etc.

2. Medicines: There are several medicinal plants. That means medicines are made
from them. Neem, tulsi, brahmi, surpagamdha, banafsa, bail, etc. are known as
medicinal plants. We use these plants to cure patients suffering from various
diseases.

3. Paper: We make paper for writing and printing purposes from many plants like
bamboo and eucalyptus. Rags of cotton and many tress are also used to make paper

4. Rubber: We get rubber from rubber-plants that is used to make erasers for our
pencils and tyres for many vehicles. Some plants give us gum like acacia.

5. Wood: We get timber and fire wood from trees. Our chairs, tables, doors, windows,
etc. are made from the wood of trees like teak, shisham, sal, etc.

6. Cotton: We get cotton from cotton plants. It is used to make many types of cotton
clothes such as bed-sheets, towels, dresses and more.

7. Fibers: Fibrinous Plant gives us Fiber. There are some fibrinous plants to give us
fiber such as hemp and jute. They are used for making ropes, gunny-bags, etc.

8. Perfumes & Decor: Flowers of certain plants such as rose and jasmine are used to
make perfumes. Flowers are also used for different purposes like to make garlands
and for other decorative purposes.

9. Pollution Remover: Plants and trees save us from air-pollution. Green plants take
the carbon dioxide from the air in the process of photosynthesis and give back
oxygen. We breathe in the oxygen from the air and give out carbon dioxide. Thus, we
give carbon dioxide to the plants and they return us oxygen saving the air from being
polluted by carbon dioxide.

10.Manure: Plant wastes are used to make manure. This manure is utilized for the
growth of other plants and crops.
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